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Abstract
The use of service robots in the context of space exploration is crucial to increase the work efficiency
of the spacecraft crew. The responsibilities involved in managing a space station are numerous. The
astronauts can benefit from an increase in productivity when offered the possibility to delegate some
routine tasks to robots. These robots require meticulous testing to prevent a failure in circumstances
in which the resources needed to solve unexpected complications may be unavailable. However, testing
robots that will operate in microgravity scenarios is complex and expensive. The modeling software
Blender and the game engine Unity are used to create a three-dimensional environment that simulates
the conditions of the International Space Station. The Space CoBot robot is tasked with transporting
an object between two astronauts or between an astronaut and an adequate storage place inside the
station. The robot solves several problems autonomously, which include identifying the object that
should be grabbed, approaching it and securing it, finding a path between two locations that avoids
the existing obstacles and determining the correct delivery point. It behaves sensibly when interacting
with humans, by observing the gestures the astronauts execute with their arms, hands and fingers, to
know when it should remove or release an object. If the astronauts move while the robot is performing
a task, the robot adapts its behavior to reflect that modification.
Keywords: microgravity, human-robot interaction, International Space Station, Space CoBot,
Blender, Unity

1. Introduction

graphics should strive to achieve an accurate and
reasonably realistic scenario.

1.1. Motivation

The interface establishes the connection between
the remaining elements of the simulation and the
The use of robots to perform repetitive tasks is
user. It receives input and transmits it to the staincreasingly common. In the context of space explotion, the astronauts and the robot, which then deration, service robots can assist the spacecraft crew
cide whether and how to act on it, depending on
in a variety of situations. The astronauts workthe current state of the simulation.
ing along with robots have more time to dedicate
The astronauts need to be able to move around
themselves to the tasks that only a human can do.
the
station and use their hands to grab objects. The
However, testing robots that will be used in a space
user
of the simulation can take the place of one of
station is complex and costly, because the microthese
astronauts, seeing the station through his eyes
gravity environment experienced in space is difficult
and
controlling
his body movements, in order to
to reproduce on Earth.
interact directly with the robot and indirectly with
his colleagues, using the robot as an intermediary.
1.2. Objectives
The robot used in the simulation is the Space
CoBot, designed by Pedro Roque and Rodrigo Ventura for a previous project [1]. The purpose of the
robot is to transport small objects throughout the
station. It should be able to grab an object, move
around the station with that object attached, and
finally drop it in the appropriate place. In order to
achieve the final objective, the robot needs to identify the object that should be grabbed, decide the
best way to approach it and secure it, find a path

The goal is to develop a virtual reality simulation of a microgravity scenario that can be used to
test the robot, instead of trying to replicate those
conditions in real life. The simulation requires four
crucial elements: the space station, the interface,
the astronauts and the robot.
The space station provides an immersive environment that resembles the International Space Station, with a similar appearance and layout. The
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from the initial location to the final location and
choose where to deposit the object.

2. Blender
2.1. Software overview

The objects can be carried between the place
where they are stored in the station and one of the
astronauts, in any combination. For example, the
astronaut might ask the robot to get an object from
the station and bring it to him, or to pick up an object that the astronaut is holding and store it back
in the adequate location. The astronaut might also
ask the robot to deliver an object to another astronaut, or to fetch an object that is in the possession
of a determined colleague.

Blender is a modeling software developed by
Blender Foundation. 6 It can be used to create
realistic looking assets with a low polygon count
and a quad-based topology. The objects should
have as few faces as possible because high polygon models can compromise the performance of the
game engine and prevent the simulation from running smoothly. Each of those faces should have four
sides because several animation and sculpting tools
work better with quads [3].

When interacting with the astronauts, the robot
should carefully observe their gestures. This entails
waiting for the astronaut to open his fingers before
removing an object from his hand, and also waiting
for him to close his fingers before releasing an object
to his care. If the astronaut moves while the robot
is trying to catch or deliver an object, it should
recognize that change and react accordingly.

2.2. The astronaut

The astronaut is the most complex asset in the
scene and its creation involves three main steps:
modeling, rigging and animating [3].
The first step is to model the asset. The astronaut is used as two different types of character: the
The implementation of this simulator involves the colleague and the player.
The colleague is a non-playable character encreation of 3D virtual models of the space station,
tirely
controlled by the game engine to follow a
the astronauts and the robot, using a modeling softprogrammed
behavior. There can be several colware. The assets created can then be imported into
leagues
inside
the station at the same time. The
a game engine and programmed to achieve the inuser
of
the
simulation
is able to see the entire body
tended functionality.
of the colleagues, which means that they have to be
fully modeled. The colleague model is displayed in
1.3. State of the art
Figure 2.1.
A few free-flyer robots have been designed to operate in the ISS during the last two decades, including the SPHERES system, the Astrobee system, the
Int-Ball robot and the CIMON robot. These robots
are used to test software, record videos, transport
objects and document experiments. They can work
autonomously or under the remote control of researchers on the ground. 1 2 3 4
The SPHERES system was developed earlier and
it was tested with low friction platforms, crane-like
structures and aircraft rides that offer some seconds
of reduced gravity during a dive. 1
The Astrobee system is more recent and it is
tested using Gabezo, a robotics simulator that can
be used to train artificial intelligence systems using
realistic scenarios [2]. 5

1 NASA. SPHERES. https://www.nasa.gov/spheres/s
pheres-faq. Accessed May 2019.
2 NASA. Astrobee. https://www.nasa.gov/astrobee.
Accessed May 2019.
3 JAXA. Int-Ball. http://iss.jaxa.jp/en/kiboexp/new
s/170714_int_ball_en.html. Accessed May 2019.
4 DLR. CIMON. https://www.dlr.de/dlr/en/deskto
pdefault.aspx/tabid-10081/151_read-26307/#/gallery/
29911. Accessed May 2019.
5 Gazebo. http://gazebosim.org. Accessed May 2019.

Figure 2.1: Colleague model
The player, however, is controlled by the user and
there can be only one in the station. The user sees
the environment through the eyes of the player and
6
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Blender. https://www.blender.org. Accessed May

therefore would not be able to see some parts of his
own body. In order to reduce the polygon count,
the player is only partially modeled. The right arm
is maintained but the rest of the body is discarded.
The player model is displayed in Figure 2.2.

The player armature includes only one bone for
the entire arm, two bones for the thumb and three
bones for each of the remaining fingers. This means
that the player is able to rotate each phalanx of each
finger, bending it around the respective knuckle, in
order to open and close the hand. That capability
is important to grab and drop objects. He is also
able to rotate the arm around the shoulder, but
not around the elbow or the wrist. The decision to
remove the control of these articulations was taken
in order to avoid overwhelming the user with too
many options. The player armature is displayed in
Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.2: Player model
The second step is to rig the asset. It is necessary to create an armature that can be used later
to animate the mesh. An armature is usually composed by several chains of bones. The astronaut
is a humanoid character and therefore its armature
should mirror a human skeleton. Bones need to be
laid out where real ones would be, with the body of
the bone positioned along the rigid part of the limb
and the joints coinciding with the articulations.
The colleague armature includes bones for the
spine, the thigh, the shin, the toes, the upper arm,
the forearm and the hand. It does not include finger bones. This means that the colleague will be
able to move its torso, legs and arms, deforming
the mesh around the waist, the ankles, the knees,
the shoulders, the elbows and the wrists. But he
will not be able to bend his fingers and close his
hand, which will always be open. This decision was
taken in order to simplify the armature, because
there will be several colleagues in the station at the
same time and having a greater number of bones
hurts the performance. The colleague armature is
displayed in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.4: Player armature
The third step is to animate the asset. The animation process involves positioning and rotating
each bone of the armature to build poses, and store
each one of those poses in keyframes. An animation
can run through several frames with different poses.
The idle animation created for the colleague is
played in a loop, with the initial pose equal to the final one. In this animation, he has his arm stretched
in front of his body, allowing the robot to put down
objects on the palm of his hand. The colleague animation is displayed in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Colleague animation
Several animations were created for the player,
all of the actions with the initial pose different from
the final one. They can be used to raise or lower
the arm, turn the palm of the hand up or down,
and open or close the fingers around objects with
different sizes. One of these animations is displayed
in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.3: Colleague armature
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(a) Initial pose

(b) Final pose

Figure 2.6: Player animation (example)
(a) First stage

(b) Second stage

(c) Third stage

(d) Fourth stage

2.3. The robot
The Space CoBot is a small aerial robot for inhabited microgravity environments, such as orbiting
space stations. Its design is modular, comprising
an hexrotor based propulsion system, and a stack
of modules including batteries, cameras for navigation, a screen for telepresence, a robotic arm, space
for extension modules, and a pair of docking ports,
that can be used for docking and for mechanically
attaching two Space CoBots together. The kinematics is holonomic, and thus the translational and
the rotational components can be fully decoupled
[1].

Figure 2.8: Robotic arm: open and close

The body of the robot, displayed in Figure 2.7a,
had already been designed and modeled for a previous project [1].

Figure 2.9 shows the minimum (0 cm) and maximum (17.5 cm) diameter of the arm, when the components slide to grab an object.

The arm of the robot, displayed in Figure 2.7b,
was designed from scratch because the original one
did not observe all the requirements established.
First, the arm needs to be able to recoil, in order to
fit inside the opening on the bottom of the robot.
Second, it needs to open as much as possible, to be
able to grab bigger objects. Third, the part of the
arm that makes contact with the object should be
as generic as possible, instead of adapted to secure
objects with a specific shape.

(a) Minimum

(b) Maximum

Figure 2.9: Robotic arm: grab

(a) Body

The docking station, displayed in Figure 2.10, is
where the robot rests and recharges when it is not
being used.

(b) Arm

Figure 2.7: Robot model

The robotic arm has eleven components, some of
which can translate and/or rotate with a given degree of independence from the remaining elements.
Figure 2.8 shows the main stages involved in
opening and closing the arm.

Figure 2.10: Docking station model
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3. Unity

span of its arm. When dropping an object, the
robot has to choose an orientation that allows it
3.1. Software overview
to deliver the object in the most natural way for
the astronaut to properly grab it. The object canUnity is a game engine developed by Unity Technot be placed too close to the tips of the fingers, or
nologies. It can be used to create three-dimensional
too close to the wrist. There should be a reason7
games and virtual reality simulations.
able amount of contact between the surface of the
Each Unity project can have several scenes, and
object and the palm. The object should not be left
each scene can have several game objects. The game
hovering above the hand, but it should also not try
object is the basic element in Unity.
to go further than the hand, pushing it down and
The behavior of each game object depends on the
possibly hurting the astronaut.
components it contains. The transform component
Third, the robot needs to find the correct value
defines the position, rotation and scale of the obfor
the opening of the arm. This is the span that
ject. The mesh renderer component displays the
makes
the arm close tightly around a given object.
mesh of the model, using one or more materials to
It
depends
on the diameter of the portion of the
give it color. The collider component defines the
object
that
the
robot is trying to grab.
physical space that the object occupies. The rigidFourth, the robot needs to take into account the
body component marks the objects that should be
taken into account by the physics engine, and pos- gestures of the player. When grabbing an object,
sibly respond to collisions. The camera component the robot should wait until the player opens his finrenders the scene from a given point of view. It gers and only then remove the object from his hand.
is also possible to create scripts that are behavior When dropping an object, the robot should wait uncomponents and change the scene during runtime. til the player exposes the palm of his hand, with the
fingers fully stretched, before trying to put down the
3.2. The interactions
object. It should also wait for the player to close
his fingers around the object before releasing it, to
The most complex interaction in the simulation
make sure that the object is secured.
is the one between the player and the robot, when
The requirements established can be organized
the robot either receives an object from the player
or delivers an object to the player. All other robot into a sequence of actions that the robot should
interactions, with the station and with the colleague take in order to adequately receive an object from
astronauts, are simplifications of the processes used the player or deliver an object to the player. The
main actions are displayed in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.
by that main interaction.
Several problems have to be solved in order to
successfully complete the steps involved in the interaction between the robot and the player.
First, the robot needs to locate the player inside
the station. This includes finding two different positions, the approach point and the contact point,
both of them above the palm of the hand of the
player, the first one slightly more distant than the
second. While at the position that is farther away
from the hand, the robot can rotate to any orientation or spread the arm to its maximum span without colliding with the astronaut. The approach position is where the robot carries out the initial and
final actions involved in exchanging an object. The
contact position is where the robot executes the intermediate actions.
Second, the robot needs to find the adequate orientation to reach for the hand of the player. When
grabbing an object, the robot has to choose an orientation that allows the arm to frame an adequate
part of the object, while avoiding hitting the hand
of the astronaut. The robot cannot try to grab a
portion of the object that is covered by the fingers
of the player or that is larger than the maximum
7

Unity. https://unity.com. Accessed May 2019.
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(a) First stage

(b) Second stage

(c) Third stage

(d) Fourth stage

3.3. The managers
All four simulation elements - the station, the
canvas, the player and the robot - are controlled
by one or more dedicated scripts called managers.
Some concepts are shared by several of these managers: the command, the instruction, the state, the
order and the share systems.
A command is created when the user goes
through the menus to issue a request, targeting the
station, the player or the robot. It is used to re(e) Fifth stage
(f) Sixth stage
ceive complex input information from the user, that
cannot be conveyed using a single keyboard shortFigure 3.1: Robot grabs an object from the hand of
cut. The commands are organized in tree structhe player
tures, with several branches of options that can be
used to narrow down the specifics of each request.
A node of these structures is called a subcommand.
An instruction is a command translated to a language that the manager can understand. Any instruction is divided into subinstructions, which are
ordered steps that the manager has to take in order
to complete the instruction. Only when the current
subinstruction is fulfilled can the manager move on
to the next. Each manager has several different
types of subinstructions, with specific responsibilities.
The state characterizes the current condition of
the manager. Each newly created instruction enters
a state machine, that decides if it should proceed
(a) First stage
(b) Second stage
with it. When it does, it progresses through the
instruction taking up one subinstruction at a time,
in sequential order, until the last one is completed.
The different states can be used to take different actions in the frame at the start of the subinstruction
(initialization tasks), in the frames that occur during the subinstruction (recurrent tasks), and in the
frame at the end of the subinstruction (finalization
tasks).
An order is used to exchange information between a main manager and one of its sub-managers.
Some of the subinstructions of a main manager instruction are internal requests directed to the sub(c) Third stage
(d) Fourth stage
managers. An order can trigger a local instruction
inside the sub-manager, which runs parallel to the
global instruction in the main manager.
The share system is used to exchange information
between two main managers, when the execution of
two commands with different targets requires coordination between the actions of each manager.
3.4. The station

(e) Fifth stage

The station encompasses every piece of scenery,
including the modules and the objects contained inside those modules, some of which can be grabbed.
A total of 11 modules of the International Space
Station were modeled: the Columbus Research Laboratory, the Harmony Node, the SpaceX Dragon

(f) Sixth stage

Figure 3.2: Robot delivers an object to the hand of
the player
6

Docking Vehicle, the Japanese Experiment Module (the Pressurized Module and the Pressurized
Section of the Experiment Logistics Module), the
Destiny Module, the Unity Node, the Quest Joint
Airlock, the Orbital Cygnus Docking Vehicle, the
Tranquility Node, and the Permanent Multipurpose
Module.

(b) Utilities

Figure 3.3: Modules created for the station
A total of 172 objects were modeled, some structural, like hatches, frames, handrails, platforms, tables, and grids; some that would be movable in reality but are fixed for the purpose of this simulation, like bags, books, flags, laptops and monitors;
and finally smaller objects that can be grabbed by
the player or the robot, like cameras, headphones,
flashlights, pliers, wrenches and pens.

(c) Spacecraft models and a Rubik’s cube

Figure 3.4: Some of the objects created for the station
There is only one station manager. The station
main manager is responsible for attending to the
commands issued by the user that target the station.
1. Restart Station
Table 3.1: Station Commands
3.5. The canvas
The canvas is the major interface element between the user and the simulation. It displays texts
on top of the screen, some of them entirely informational and some interactive.
There are three canvas managers. The location
manager is used to display the name of the module

(a) Food
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where the player is currently located. The comThe robot body manager is responsible for transmands manager controls the menus that the user lating and rotating the body of the robot.
can explore to issue commands. The constraints
The robot arm manager is responsible for transmanager handles input related to the player’s axes
lating
and rotating every component of the arm of
of translation and rotation.
the robot.
3.6. The player
The robot propellers manager is responsible for
The player is the astronaut that fulfils the role rotating all six propellers.
of the only playable character in the game. The
user roams the station using the body of the player,
3.8. The navigation system
grabs objects using his arm and sees everything
around him through his eyes.
There are four player managers. The player main
The robot can navigate the station with considmanager is responsible for attending to the com- erable safety and flexibility. It can reach tight lomands issued by the user that target the player.
cations, without colliding with the walls, the astronauts or any objects, using the navigation system.
1. Raise Arm.
The navigation system includes a set of three
2. Lower Arm,
functions
that check if the robot can occupy a point,
3. Show Target.
move
to
a
point or rotate in a point. These functions
4. Hide Target.
implement
the tools provided by the Unity Physics
5. Grab Object.
library
to
detect
overlapping with other colliders. If
6. Drop Object.
the
intended
movement
causes any part of the robot
7. Accept Object.
to overlap or cross through another object, the sys8. Release Object.
tem prevents the robot from trying to maneuver in
those points. In Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7, the robot
Table 3.2: Player Commands
colliders that overlap with the table are in red and
the ones that do not are in green.
The player body manager controls the position
and rotation of the body of the player. The user
can move and rotate in any direction, without restrictions, just like an astronaut in the space station
would.
The player arm manager controls the rotation of
the arm of the player. The user can raise and lower
the arm, move it to the right and to the left, and
(a) False
(b) True
rotate the palm of the hand to make it face any
direction.
Figure 3.5: Testing if the robot can occupy a point
The player eyes manager controls the rotation of
the eyes of the player. It allows the player to look
around to inspect the station only by moving his
eyes, without having to rotate his whole body.
3.7. The robot
The robot is responsible for transporting objects
throughout the station, when requested to do so.
There are four robot managers. The robot main
manager is responsible for attending to the commands issued by the user that target the robot.
1.
1.
3.
4.

Leave The Docking Station.
Return To The Docking Station.
Grab Object.
Drop Object.

(a) False

Table 3.3: Robot Commands

(b) True

Figure 3.6: Testing if the robot can move to a point
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the current action of the robot, it cancels the current action and recalculates a new one, with all the
steps necessary to accomplish the original action,
but taking into account the new state of the simulation.
If the player moves after asking the robot to grab
the object that he is holding, or to deliver an object
to him, the robot will adjust its path as many times
(a) False
(b) True
needed, in order to mimic the players movements.
Figure 3.7: Testing if the robot can rotate in a point One possible situation is shown in Figure 3.9. When
the astronaut moves while the robot is trying to
It is possible to find the path to any location in- reach the object in his hand, following the red path,
side the station, as long as two conditions are ob- the robot computes a new path, seen in green.
served. First, there needs to be enough empty space
around the destination point to fit in the robot. Second, there needs to be at least one possible path for
reaching that point. When the target point cannot be reached in a straight line, it is necessary to
find an alternative, preferably the shortest one, that
avoids any obstacles.
The system uses a combination of preexisting reference points, which are connected to form lines
that cross through the central aisles of the modules,
and auxiliary grid points created in real time, which
are gradually expanded to form a denser network,
able to fill each module entirely. Both searches use
the uniform cost search algorithm [4].
Figure 3.8 displays the path found by the robot
(a)
to transverse three sets of piled up bags, each of
them with only one small opening, mismatched in
relation to the other two.

(b)

Figure 3.9: Cancellation system: final result (1)

Figure 3.8: Navigation system: final result
If the user blocks the path while the robot is trying to reach a location inside the station, during an
action unrelated to the player, the robot will make
a deviation to avoid running into him. One possible
situation is shown in Figure 3.10. When the astronaut on the right blocks the path the robot was following to reach the astronaut on the left, the robot
computes a new path that avoids the astronaut that
is obstructing the old path.

3.9. The cancellation system
The robot can deal with unexpected movements
from the astronauts while it is carrying out an action, using the cancellation system.
The cancellation system is able to identify which
movements are relevant in the context of the current action. When one of those movements disturbs
9

to leave and return to the docking station when ordered to do so.
The robot pays attention to the gestures of the
player astronaut, to determine the right occasion
to secure or release an object and to approach or
retreat away from the hand. It can find a path
between any two locations inside the station, if at
least one possible path exists. The robot is able
to occupy tight hollows in the station walls, cross
through narrow passages and navigate close to obstacles without colliding with them. It also has the
capacity to reevaluate the validity and the steps of
an action when the circumstances of the simulation
change. These changes are caused by unexpected
player movements, such as moving his hand while
the robot is trying to deliver an object or crossing
the path of the robot while it is navigating the station.

(a)
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